
Celebrating 
beauty, one hair 
flip at a time. 

COMPANY PROFILE



We are the 
ultimate hair 
glam haven.

xoxo, RDH



Who We Are
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We are an online hair glam haven that specializes in superior quality, 100% Human 
Remy Hair Clip-In Extensions, Luxurious styling appliances and hair essentials. 

At Razzl Dazzl Hair, we aspire to make 
every girl’s dream of having long, 
thick and lustrous hair an instantly 
achievable reality. 

Look and feel gorgeous with our 
luxurious clip-in extensions made from 
100% human hair, and professional-
quality appliances. 

Our clip-in hair extensions are made 
from the finest quality human remy 
hair, are super easy to wear and 
completely damage-free. We are a 
consumer centric brand, our products 
are incredibly easy to use, transforming 
and superior quality. We empower our 
customers to DIY and confidently take 
charge of their hair.



the RAZZL DAZZL
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The Razzl(e) Dazzl(e) Camouflage was 
the brainchild of Norman Wilkinson, 
a Royal Navy lieutenant, who was 
a painter, graphic designer and 
newspaper illustrator in his civilian life. 
The movement was formed during 
World War I, and was built around the 
idea of making ships conspicuous by 
painting the hulls with startling stripes, 
swirls and irregular abstract shapes.

At Razzl Dazzl Hair, we work with the 
concept of making our extensions 
conspicuous, where they blend into 
your natural hair flawlessly.

camouflagecamouflage



Painting the 
world pink, one 
hair flip at a time. 
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Growing till we become every girls go-to hair glam platform.
Shipping to 150+ countries worldwide.



If Razzl Dazzl Hair...
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was a coffee, we 
would be an espresso 
macchiato – powerful 

and invigorating

was a flower, we 
would be a pink lily – 
feminine, iridescent 

and eternal 

was chocolate, 
we would be dark 

chocolate with sea salt 
– decadent and edgy

was a country, we 
would be Spain – 

vibrant, sensual and 
exhilarating

was an animal
we would be a horse 
– free spirited, poised 

and gallant



Our Story
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Co-founded by sisters, Malvika and Mansi Deshmukh, Razzl Dazzl Hair is the 
epitome of a women centric brand.

CEO, Malvika Deshmukh, is a graduate 
from Parsons the New School for 
Design in New York, with an insatiable 
desire to create a dynamic innovative 
e-commerce brand. Whilst living in New 
York and following a horrendous haircut, 
Malvika discovered the transformative 
power of clip-in hair extensions. She 
was instantly hooked and identified a 
tremendous opportunity.

COO, Mansi Deshmukh joined the Razzl 
Dazzl Hair team in 2017 after completing 
her Bachelors from Indiana University. 
A self-proclaimed beauty junky herself, 
she was unwilling to settle with her 
mundane 9-to-5 sales job. Together, 
they’ve created a brand that has a 
positive & dynamic online presence that 
aims to showcase gorgeous hairstyle 
tutorials, hair hacks and hair care videos.



Our Vision
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Long, thick tresses are not just for those 
who are born with it! 

We’ve given thousands of women the 
gift of dreamy hair with our damage-
free, premium quality 100% human 
remy hair extensions, luxury styling 
appliances and hair essentials. 

We ensure we don’t compromise on 
quality with ethically sourced products, 
ensuring a fair and safe process. 



Core Ethos
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100% QUALITY ASSURANCE

Our extensions, nano titanium styling 
tools and hair essentials are always 

created from the highest quality 
materials. Ensuring your hair is always 

glossy, frizz-free and seamless. 

ETHICALLY SOURCED

At Razzl Dazzl Hair, we ethically source 
our high quality products, ensuring a 

fair and safe process. As well as always 
sourcing our human remy hair from 

voluntary donors. 

VALUE FOR MONEY

We are committed to offering high 
quality hair extensions, styling tools and 

hair essentials without breaking the 
bank.



Clip-in Hair
Extensions
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Razzl Dazzl Clip-in hair extensions are the 
must-have beauty tool for anybody longing for 
beautiful hair. Transform your look and achieve 
envy-worthy hair that is voluminous, long and 
lustrous. Our clip-in hair extensions are made 
from 100% human hair that is luxurious and 
extremely high quality. The double-drawn 
wefts are thick from top to bottom, extremely 
easy to wear and instantly give you the 
bombshell locks you have always dreamed of. 
They’re vailable in 13 beautiful shades and a 
variety of weights. 

100% Human Hair Clip-in Extensions
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100% Human Hair Clip-in Extensions

120g – FOR FINE HAIR 160g – FOR MEDIUM HAIR 220g – FOR THICK HAIR

Our 10 piece set comes with high quality silicone cushioned clips that are extremely 
comfortable to wear and 100% damage-free. Ergonomically designed, easy-to-use 
and instantly transformative. 



Hair Styling Appliances
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Razzl Dazzl Hair’s titanium styling tools 
makes it simple to achieve gorgeous 
salon-quality hair from the comfort of 
your home.

Razzl Dazzl Hair AU Gold Titanium 
styling tools transform hair to a smooth, 
shiny, frizz-free finish. Straighten and 
curl strands effortlessly, giving you 
the ultimate makeover. The high-tech 
styling tools offer fast heating and 
highly functional even temperature 
distribution features. 



AU Luminosity 
Hair Straightener
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Take straightening to new lengths with the AU Luminosity. The 
nano-titanium plates ensure even, static-free heat distribution 
leaving your hair velvety, lustrous, and silky with far less damage.
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NANO GOLD TITANIUM

Our high-quality nano titanium 
plates allow an even heat distribution, 
reducing the chances of heat damage 

and giving you beautiful consistent 
results each time

360 SWIVEL CORD

Our 360º swivel cord rotates preventing 
unnecessary tangles and ensures 
optimal control to style your hair 

effortlessly

FAST HEAT TIME

With a 30 second heat-up time and an 
automatic sleep mode after 60 minutes 

of non-use. Allows for quick and safe 
styling



AU Crescendo
4-in-1 Curling Wand
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The Au Crescendo Curling wand is the  ultimate styling tool. The conveniently 
interchangeable barrels create versatile curls, waves and ringlets. The nano-
titanium plating ensures consistent static-free heat, producing thick, smooth 
curls with virtually no frizz. 
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NANO GOLD TITANIUM

Our high-quality nano titanium 
plates allow an even heat distribution, 
reducing the chances of heat damage 

and giving you beautiful consistent 
results each time

360 SWIVEL CORD

Our 360º swivel cord rotates preventing 
unnecessary tangles and ensures 
optimal control to style your hair 

effortlessly

FAST HEAT TIME

With a 30 second heat-up time and an 
automatic sleep mode after 60 minutes 

of non-use. Allows for quick and safe 
styling



Hair Essentials
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Must-have hair tools

Our Hair Essentials Collection promises to provide you 
with perfect and protected locks. Each signature pink 
Razzl Dazzl Hair product is suitable for both your hair 
and clip-in extensions, transforming your hair from dull 
to gorgeous in an instant. 

Whether you’re looking for a Hunni comb to loosen 
curls, a Duo Bristle Brush for shiny smooth hair or a 
Protection Carrier, we ensure your locks are always 
Insta-worthy. 
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HUNNI COMB DUO BRISTLE BRUSH MANE PROTECTION CARRIER



PR and 
Collaborations
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Whether you are an influencer, avid hair stylist or a 
beauty guru, we have it sorted for you!

We are always excited to collaborate and hope that you 
will love our products as much as we do. We are forever 
looking forward to working with creative and dynamic 
#bossbabes who share our values.



The Fine Print
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SOCIAL

Earn money for images and / or
ideos you create and share on

your platform

COMMISSION

Join our amazing affiliate program 
powered by www.refersion.com. You 
spread the joy of beautiful hair and 
we send it right back to you...with 

commission!

AMBASSADOR

Have over 50,000 followers? Become 
a razzl dazzl hair ambassador to 

collaborate with us long-term and earn 
consistently.


